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Welcome Message from President Christine Yau
It is my privilege and honour to be writing to our members as the new President of
PMI-Hong Kong Chapter, continuing on the path paved throughout the last 22 years,
driving towards project management excellence.
At the PMI HK Chapter’s AGM on 20 June 2019, the Chapter’s newly elected 16
executives for the 2019-2021 were announced. As the incoming President, I am
honoured to serve the Chapter and our members. While this is my first term as
president, I have been serving the Chapter for the past 12 years, since 2007, where
I started as the Chairperson of IT Club, the first special interest group for PMI HK
Chapter and then served in the Executive Committee team as VP Education of PMI
HK Chapter for 2 terms (2009 – 2013), followed by EVP External for 3 terms
(2013-2019). My deep involvement in the past number of years has allowed me to
establish a good rapport with PMI HK Chapter members, the PMI regional and
worldwide teams, local professional associations, organizations and government
bodies in collaborating on project management.
I am proud and excited to lead our newly elected Executive team of 9 experienced VPs from the previous terms of
office and 7 new enthusiastic VPs, giving us a very strong balanced combination of experience, fresh innovative
ideas and tremendous energy. Click on link https://www.pmi.org.hk/executive-committee/ for more on our
Executive Team.
I would like to thank our immediate past President, Rossana Ho for her contribution to the Chapter over her 3
terms of 6 years in total as President and to thank the past executive committee members. I would also like to
thank our founding president Patty Wong and our former President Raymond Wong for their contribution to the
Chapter since 1997. Last but not least, I would also like to thank the 5 founding members of PMI HK Chapter,
namely Patty Wong – Founding President, Graham Goodman – Vice President, Annette Schleiss – Secretary /
Treasurer, Clement Yeung – VP Education & Certification and Raymond Wong – VP Membership & Recruitment.
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PMI HK Chapter is in its 22nd year and thanks to the countless hours of our dedicated board and volunteers, the
chapter has provided several ways for networking and professional development through monthly seminars,
monthly meetings, a world class annual conference, certification support, awards, members activities. We are always looking for enthusiastic volunteers so please check out our website https://www.pmi.org.hk/ on how to become a volunteer.
The newly elected executive committee members met on 10th August 2019, to participate in the PMI HK Chapter
Strategic Planning Workshop, together with our PMI Chapter Partner from Singapore, Siti Rozianti and both Region9 Mentors, Kamba-San and Shadow Mentor, Danny Chung. At the Executive planning workshop, we outlined
our initiatives for the 2019 to 2021 term, placing particular emphasis on engaging Chapter members and growing
the membership of the Chapter:

•

Providing best value to members for their membership by:
Engaging members through member networking events
Promoting opportunities for members to volunteer in PMI locally and globally
Providing training and seminars for members to earn PDUs to maintain their certifications
Support members in seeking PMI certifications for their career growth
Promote the Chapter in HK, in the Asia region and at the global level within the PMI community
Promote the adoption of good project management as a professional practice to entrepreneurs, enterprises and large organizations through various chapter events such as PM sharing sessions, training,
certifications, seminars, consulting, job posting etc.






•
•

My immediate focus is the upcoming Chapter’s premier event, the PMI HK Asia Pacific Project Management Congress 2019 on Saturday, 16 November at Cyberport. We have a great line-up of speakers who are leaders from the
business and NGO communities. So please register for this event and join us at the Congress.
I welcome our members’ ideas and feedback, so please reach out to us at our Chapter events or email us at admin@pmi.org.hk. Thank you for your continued support and I look forward to meeting you at our events. I wish all
our members success for the rest of 2019 and in the coming new year.

Christine Yau
President, PMI Hong Kong Chapter
PMI HK Executive Committee for 2019 / 2021

Smiling Anthony Tsui who
was on vacation

Executive Team at 1st Executive Meeting in 2019
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“Imagine the World, Lead the Way
When one thinks about many of mankind’s greatest accomplishments in the last century from the moon landing,
the invention of the automobile, television, internet, mobile phone through to the digital transformation, & Artificial Intelligence - none of these would have been possible without the combination of vision, passion, determination, leadership, business expertise and project management.

PMI Hong Kong Chapter is proud to host the Asia Pacific Project Management Congress 2019 on 16th November at
Cyberport. Join us at Congress 2019 to hear learn and share with Business Leaders and Project Management
Professionals. Certified Project Managers will earn 7 Professional Development Units (PDUs) towards maintaining
their PMI certification

Our exciting line-up of distinguished local & international guest speakers:
Dr. George Lam, BBS
Guest of Honor, Chairman,
Hong Kong Cyberport Management Company Limited

Responsible Professional Management in the Digital
Era : Golden Opportunities in the Greater Bay Area

Prof. CK Chan
Professor of Practice in FinTech, CUHK

Technology Adoption in Financial Services

Dr. Andy Chun
Can Artificial Intelligence be Managed ?
Director of Professional & Career Development, Convenor
of AI specialist Group, Hong Kong Computer Society
Mr. David Davies
Founder & CEO, AgUnity

Technology’s Role in Addressing the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals

Mr. Deniz Güven
CEO, SC Digital

The Brave New Bank

Ms. Akina Ho
Head of Digital Transformation and Innovation,
Great Eagle Group

What Should a Chief Digital Officer Do to Drive Effective Change?

Mr. Andrew Ling
Advisor to Management Board, OpenCertHub

Enterprise Strategy for Digital Transformation

Mr. Albert Su Yau On
Chief Executive, Tung Wah Group of Hospitals

Go Beyond Our Imagination, Exploration of Education
Data Analysis

Ms. Zoe Wong
Strategy and Operations Manager – North Asia, Treasury
Wine Estates

Empowered – How to Successfully Bring Strategies to
Life

Mr. Jesse Yang
Head of PMO and Tech Branding Department, Alibaba
Digital Media & Entertainment Group
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PMIHK Congress 2019
Less than 1 week to Congress, Register Now
at www.pmi.org.hk/programs/activities/pmihk-congress2019
Registration Fees

PMI HK Member

Non-PMI HK Member

HKD $1,188

HKD $1,588

1 day Congress (9am – 6pm), Regular Rate
1 day Congress (9am - 6pm) + 1 Complimentary PMI HK Chapter
Seminar for each Delegate (Group of 5 or more)

HKD $988

Benefits for Congress Attendees
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge Sharing: Featuring local and international Distinguished Guest Speakers
Professional Development Units: Entitled for 7 Professional Development Units (PDU)
Networking: Opportunities for professional networking

Transport : Free return shuttle between Admiralty and Cyberport
Complimentary Buffet Lunch plus Morning & Afternoon tea

EVENT & VENUE SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS

WEB BANNER SPONSORS

MARKETING & TECHNOLOGY SPONSOR
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PMI 50th Anniversary
By Keen Lam, EVP Finance

History (extract Wikipedia)
The Project Management Institute was founded by Ned Engman (McDonnel Douglas Automation), James Snyder
and Susan Gallagher (SmithKline & French Laboratories), Eric Jenett (Brown & Root) and J Gordon Davis (Georgia
Institute of Technology) at the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1969 as a non-profit organization. It was incorporated in the state of Pennsylvania in the same year. PMI described its objectives in 1975 as to "foster recognition of the need for professionalism in project management; provide a forum for the free exchange of project
management problems, solutions and applications; coordinate industrial and academic research efforts; develop
common terminology and techniques to improve communications; provide interface between users and suppliers
of hardware and software systems; and to provide guidelines for instruction and career development in the field
of project management

Global Celebration Service (extract from
pmi.org)
Our 50th Anniversary is a time to reflect on the achievements of project managers and recognize the progress
that the profession as a whole has made. We also see it as
a time to pull together in service, contribute our collective
skills and
passion, and make a difference in the world together. To
accomplish this, PMI is supporting the United Nations’
mission to align strategies and operations with universal
principles on human rights, labour, environment, and anticorruption, and take actions that advance societal goals
The UN has identified 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) that serve as a blueprint to achieve a better and
more sustainable future for all. PMI has committed to contributing 50,000 hours towards attaining these goals by 31
December 2019. We have reached this goal and are now
working on doubling it!

“PMI will continue to support the growing profession of Project Management
worldwide”
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PMP® Exam is changing from 1 July 2020
By Janet Yu, VP Certification

Why is the PMP exam changing?
Every 3 - 5 years, we conduct research to understand how the profession has progressed, the impact of emerging
trends, and how the responsibilities of project managers have changed. The last research was conducted in 2015
and resulted in the current PMP® Exam Content Outline .
The NEW PMP® Exam Content Outline provides the framework of what you can expect on the PMP Exam after
30 June 2020.

What is changing?
Project management professionals need more diverse skills and approaches than ever before. The PMP is
evolving just like the profession – and the new exam will focus on three new domains:
1.

PEOPLE – emphasizing the skills and activities associated with effectively leading a project team

2.

PROCESS – reinforcing the technical aspects of managing a project

3.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT – highlighting the connection between projects and organization strategy

Content that spans the value spectrum, including predictive, agile and hybrid approaches, will be included
across the three exam domains.
Expect to see:

More approaches to delivering outcomes. The exam will cover both predictive (approximately 50%) and
agile/hybrid (approximately 50%) approaches to project management.

Domains aligned to real-life practices. The number of domains will be reduced from five to three.

30 JUNE 2020 will be the LAST DAY to take the current exam version
Starting 1 July 2020, the PMP exam will reflect the new exam content. A few things to keep in mind, depending on how far you are on your path to the PMP:
•

Schedule your exam early. This will allow you to select the date and location that will work best with your
schedule. Most people reserve their exam date 3 months in advance.

•

Pay for your exam promptly. You can only schedule your exam after you've paid for it. Allow yourself
enough time. Make sure you are able to follow the PMP timeline:

Once you open the application, you have 90 days to complete and submit it. You have one year from the date of
your application approval to pass the exam. Sometimes, more than one attempt is necessary so be sure to leave
enough time to re-take the exam before your eligibility expires (one year after your application is approved).
For more details about the PMP exam, please refer to https://www.pmi.org/certifications/types/projectmanagement-pmp
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PMI HK Education Updates
By Felix Iu, VP Education
For the past two years, we have been introducing a series of new courses in respect to the market demands of
learning new technologies. These course topics cover cloud computing, agile development with DevOps, artificial intelligence and machine learning etc. Our objective not only aims to give learners updates about these latest technologies, but also shares methodologies of evaluating projects with these technological requirements.
These help our learners better manage these projects because more and more enterprises are undergoing changes / transformations with these technologies. It is essential for project managers to have some knowledge and
understand key challenges of using these technologies. We invited trainers to share their valuable and practical
experiences with our learners and encouraged discussions.
More importantly, we introduced the Experiential Learning Approach. We designed our courses to have many
hands-on labs for learners to pick up new knowledge by experiencing these hands-on exercises. Also, they were
encouraged to have discussions with our trainers to build their own knowledge and experience too.
Related courses:






Managing Integrative Agile Development from Design Thinking Mindset to DevOps, by Raymond Wong and
John Yeung
Key Technologies for Digital Transformation - Cloud, DevOps and more, by Dave Chen
Managing Artificial Intelligence AI & Machine Learning ML Applications on Cloud, by John Yeung
Implications of IoT on Project Management, by Fletcher Ng
Big Data Project Overview, by Alex Sin

WE DO NOT STOP HERE. For those of you who are looking for ways to improve your PM soft skills, such as stakeholder management, in daily business, to sharpen your soft skills as a leader for your project success, to unleash
your right-brain true potential and, most importantly, to live with higher level of happiness on your life goal, we
have something new for you in 2020.
PMIHK realises those constant struggles and challenges that experienced project professionals have to face and
believes you must have mastered hard knowledge well through formal certifications.
In this connection, we are proud to announce a brand-new series of soft skill training sessions in the coming year
of 2020. In here we can share a few interesting topics for example:
•

Manage your life as a project

•

Coaching is the soft skills for project success in Agile Era

•

Project manager’s needed competence under "highly AI and Robotics" adoption times

•

And more…

Our trainer, Kelvin Wan are very specialized in providing “live” training and coaching to project professionals in
the area of personality analysis, emotion management, life coaching, stress management and psychological resilience.
This would be a great opportunity for you to open up to broader "soft" perspective of project management. Keep
your eyes on the course schedule announcement on our website https://www.pmi.org.hk/course-list/
Friendly Reminds: students could enjoy a 10% discount for registering 3 or more PMIHK training courses at the
same time.
For details, please call PMIHK admin at +852 2784 1880 or email to admin@pmi.org.hk.
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PMI HK Education Updates
Photos of Training Sessions
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PMI HK Chapter New Website Launch
By John Yeung, VP Young PM Development

We are pleased to announce the launch of our newly revamped website that aims to create a user-friendly browsing experience for our members. The new website provides a clear message of who we are, what we stand for and
where our value lies.

In addition to re-designing our website, we have also refined the course catalogue, online registration and payment
methods for an enhanced user experience in accessing information relating to our courses and making payments at
ease. It boasts a clean design and intuitive and consistent site-wide navigation system with improved menu functionality that directs you to the information most relevant to you. It is also fully responsive with mobile devices,
making it easy to navigate on a wide range of web browsers and portable devices.

Going forward, we will continue to communicate regularly through our blogs and provide useful information to our
members.

We are really proud of the new website and feel it will create the experience you are looking for when you pay us a
visit.
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PMI HK Chapter New Website Launch

Function: Course Catalogue

Function: Online Registration
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PMI HK Chapter Annual General Meeting 2019

The 2019 Annual General Meeting (AGM) of PMI Hong Kong Chapter was held on 20 June, 2019. at Taikoo Place.
In her opening speech, immediate past President Rossana Ho welcomed the Chapter members and proudly presented the achievements of PMI Hong Kong Chapter in 2018/19 and the Chapter’s financial report.
The main agenda item was the election results of the new Executive Committee for the upcoming 2-year term,
2019 / 21. Raymond Wong, Chair of the Nominations Committee and past Chapter President, announced the 16
newly elected Executive members, who were introduced at the AGM. The Chapter sincerely thanked the Nomination Committee members, Raymond Wong (Chair), Edith Mok, Karen Ip and Patty Wong for performing this very
important role and for their dedication to the Chapter. Rossana then thanked the 2017 /19 Executive Committee,
for their tremendous effort and contribution during their term of office
The PMI Hong Kong Chapter relies heavily on our dedicated team of volunteers in running its events and activities.
The Chapter was proud to present Certificates of Appreciation to the Chapter volunteers and sub-committee
members in recognition of their volunteer efforts and support for our Chapter in 2018.

Chapter volunteers & sub-committee members with Certificates of appreciation

Incoming President Christine Yau & Raymond
Wong

After the presentation of Volunteer Awards, our guest speaker, CA Tse delivered a seminar on “Making a difference through Social Entrepreneurship”. CA shared his thoughts on the vision, work and research that has been
undertaken in the area of Social Entrepreneurship and the positive & long-lasting impact on the youth, community
and society of Hong Kong at large.
This enjoyable and memorable event with so many past executive members (who continue to support our
Chapter) and current members in attendance, was captured in our group photo (at top of page).
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The PMI Japan Forum 2019
By Sindy Yau, EVP External
The PMI Japan Forum 2019 was held on 20-21 July in the
Gakujutsu Sogo Center in Tokyo. Our president, Christine Yau,
joined the Forum together with Anthony Tsui, Executive VP-

Internal, and Sindy Yau, Executive VP-External. The theme of
this year’s forum is “Dealing with Challenges - Leading the Innovation”.
After the warm welcoming by President of PMI Japan Chapter
Kaoru Okuzawa, Sunil Prashara, the President & Chief Executive Officer of PMI, shared the success of PMI over last 50 years
and the 2019 Pulse of the Profession® findings. It was followed

by more than 70 presentations delivered over two days.
One of the speakers, Peter Ivanov, who wrote a book on Virtual Power Teams, quoted a line written by
Ono many years ago, and quoted by John Lennon in 1980 “If you dream alone, this is just a dream. If people dream together, this is the beginning of a new reality”. It shows the importance of sharing our dream
and making it happen as there are a lot of other people with the same dream. So, let’s share our dream
to make it a reality.
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The PMI Japan Forum 2019
The Networking Party held at Josui Kaikan on July 21 evening was another climax in which we had a
good time meeting and chatting with the Congress participants, the Region 9 leaders and PMI staff.

In addition to learning from the inspiring presentations of various speakers, we also had a chance to join
the photo and video shooting for showing in the PMI Global Conference and Leadership Institute
Meeting-North America in October. We shared our feelings about the PMI rebranding and expressed our
expectation on the new brand.
Just take a look of what we said: https://app.frame.io/presentations/3dbbecbe-ddbe-4a4b-bcc38113e81e32f5

Getting ready before recording
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PMI HK Networking for New Members
By Kenneth Hung, VP Membership
A Networking & Knowledge Sharing Session was held on 19 September 2019. One key objectives of this event
was to welcome the new PMI Hong Kong Chapter members who joined between June & August 2019 and to allow
them to know more about us. At the same time it also provided an opportunity for all participants to network with the
chapter VPs and fellow members, and to enjoy a Knowledge Sharing session.

In her opening speech, President Christine Yau
briefly introduced the history of PMI Hong Kong
Chapter, the organization and the up-coming activities. She encouraged all attendees to join the
upcoming Annual Congress to be held on the
16th of November, 2019.

Our guest speaker, Philip Lai then gave a presentation on
“Digital Transformation in ABCD (AI, Blockchain, Cloud,
Data Analytics) & What’s in it for Project Managers” in the
Knowledge Sharing session.
Christine Yau and the VP Membership, Kenneth Hung then
presented a welcome letter and a gift from PMI Hong Kong
to each of the newly joined members at the event.
The evening finished with a networking session for everyone while enjoying the refreshment provided. The whole
event adjourned at around 9:30 pm.
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CityU Media Centre Visit and Volunteers Gathering
By Alex Sin, VP Volunteer Development
Giving Back to the Profession is surely a way to gain PDU in your CCR cycle. Credential holders can consider volunteer opportunities at the Volunteer Relationship Management System (VRMS).
To get started, you can log in or register at https://vrms.pmi.org/
A volunteers gathering was held on Nov 6th. We gave a briefing on the ‘Giving Back’ opportunities and invited all
volunteer to share their new ideas. Prior to the Volunteers meeting, the group has attended the exhibition in a
group tour at CityU.
Gathering Rundown:
1730 Gathering at CityU
1750 Pure Land Touring: Inside the Mogao Grottoes at
Dunhuan
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